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Suspected Soviet
cell wrote Reagan's
long-tenn strategy
by Jeffrey Steinberg

A tightly organized cell of suspected Soviet moles wrote the Reagan administra
tion's "semi-official" long-term strategy for dealing with the U.S.S.R. and also
played a major hand in drafting the disastrous Intermediate-Range Nuclear Force
(INF) treaty that a deluded President Reagan now hopes will earn him and Soviet
General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachov the Nobel Peace Prize.
As shocking as this may sound, Dr. Albert Wohlstetter and Dr. Fred Ikle, the
two principal authors of the presidential report, Discriminate Deterrence. have
been identified to this news service by highly reliabJe U.S. intelligence sources as
prime suspects in a Soviet-Israeli "false flag" spy ring first exposed with the
November 1985 arrest of Jonathan Jay Pollard and the December 1987 arrest of
Shabtai Kalmanowitch.
On Feb. 19, 1988, Washington Post associate editor Bob Woodward published
a front-page story detailing the Pentagon and CIA's futile search for "Mr. X," the
designation for a high-level intelligence community mole who was believed to be
providing Pollard with top secret code numbers of classified military documents
that Pollard, a counterterrorist analyst at a Naval Investigative Service facility in
Suitland, Md., would then pilfer and pass on to Israeli and Soviet intelligence.
Shabtai Kalmanowitch, a Russian-born Israeli multi-millionaire, soon to be tried
in Israel as a KGB spy, is widely believed to have been one of the Israel-Soviet
"back channels" through which the "Mr. X" loot was shared with Moscow.
According to one Pentagon source, the elusive "Mr. X" is actually known to
be an entire cell of shared Soviet-Israeli agents, rather than just one well-placed
individual. While Woodward's headline grabbing revelations about "Mr. x" were
aimed at blocking the Department of Justice from shutting down its Pollard inves
tigation altogether, under reported strong pressure from State Department chief
counsel Abraham Sofaer and Secretary of State George Shultz himself, Pentagon
and CIA officials have been reportedly aware that they are dealing with an "X
Committee," buried deep inside the American national security establishment.
One version of the "X Committee" list, reportedly passed from the office of
the general counsel to the Secretary of Defense and on to the FBI early this year,
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Left to right: Former top
Pentagon officials Fred
Ikli, Richard Perle, and
Frank Gaffney, Jr.-all
alleged to be on a list
naming the ux
Committee" that was
reportedly passed from the
Office of the General
Counsel to the Secretary
of Defense and FBI.
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Advisory Board, a post he retains today. While not exactly
an operational assignment, membership on PFIAB entitles
Wohlstetter to access some of America's most important and
operational intelligence secrets.
When the Reagan administration set out to define a long
term strategy for confronting the Soviet threat going into the
early decades of the 21st century, a "private" blue ribbon
commission was empaneled by Defense Secretary Casper
Weinberger. The co-chairmen of the panel were Wohlstetter
andlkle.
The final product of the Wohlstetter-Ikle Commission,
once one grasps the implications of the "X Committee" au
thorship, was predictable. Released at a Pentagon press con
ference on Jan. 12 of this year, Discriminate Deterrence, a
Reportfrom the Commission on Integrated Long-Term Strat
egy, made two particular policy pronouncements that were

tantamount to treason.
First, the report stated categorically that theUnited States
should formally remove its nuclear umbrella from its Euro
pean NATO allies, thus virtually assuring the Soviets of an
unchallenged conventional military takeover of Western Eu
rope at any moment they might choose.
Second, the report called for the abandonment of the
President's Strategic Defense Initiative by refocusing on the
more narrow objective of a point defense of America's land
based nuclear arsenal. By abandoning the overall doctrinal
shift to Mutually Assured Survival based on a broad defense
against all Soviet nuclear weapons, the report called for kill
ing the whole program while at the same time abandoning
the postwar doctrine of deterrence by massive retaliation.
As if to remove any doubt as to the intention of the report,
co-author Wohlstetter told an EIR journalist at the Pentagon
press briefing, ''The SOl will eventually die of embarrass
ment [because] the notion that the SovietUnion would launch
a nuclear attack against the population of the United States is
absurd." Emphasizing that Soviet expansionist goals were
"narrowly" focused on the Eurasian land mass, Wohlstetter
went to the very heart of the Discriminate Deterrence policy
by asking EIR, "Why should the U.S. risk self-annihilation
for the sake of defending foreign soil?"
The consequences of the Wohlstetter report were pre
dictably devastating. Read as an abandonment of the entire
postwar Western Alliance and a turning toward a go-it-alone
Fortress America, the document triggered instant and violent
reactions from among America's staunchest European allies.
Reagan administration efforts to distance itself from the re
port fell on deaf ears, as one European government after
another began preparing to make its peace with a ravenous
Moscow. If internal problems in the Warsaw Pact itself get
in the way of Moscow's long-term ambition to consolidate a
''Third Rome" empire, it will certainly not be through lack of
effort by Wohlstetter and other suspected "X Committee"
members who have delivered to Moscow all assistance pos
sible.
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The intelligence
search for 'MI: X'
U.s. government investigators are hot on the trail of "Mr.
X," the senior U.S. government official deemed responsible
for having placed convicted Soviet-Israeli spy Jonathan Pol
lard in a sensitive post at U.S. Naval Intelligence. Without
such an official, or officials, Pollard could never have reached
his position. EIR has received a list of suspects currently
being investigated by the U.S. government for having played
that treacherous role. EIR investigations have independently
confirmed that all the individuals on the list are likely KGB
(Soviet intelligence) or Mossad (Israeli intelligence) agents
or assets. It is EIR's judgment, moreover, that the individuals
on the list, far from being a random collection of suspects,
constitute a tightly organized conspiracy, which was respon
sible, as a whole, for patronizing and protecting Pollard.
Perhaps the best description of them is "Albert Wohlstet
ter's children."
As reported in an accompanying article, "former" Trot
skyite Albert Wohlstetter is the \ mastermind of the Soviet
sponsored U.S. strategic policy known as "discriminate de
terrence," that is, abandonment of allies in Europe and Asia.
Wohlstetter was one of the founders of the Rand corporation,
a center of crackpot strategies, together with Andrew Mar
shall, Henry Rowen, and Herman Kahn. In former days,
Wohlstetter, Rowen, and Kahn were known as ''the Father,
the Son, and the Holy Ghost of Rand." Others in Washington
added Rand founder Bernard Brodie to the group, and con
demned them as the "Four Pursemen of the Apocalypse."
Altogether, the list includes:
Henry S. Rowen. Currently a senior fellow at the Hoover
Institution, Rowen joined Wohlstetter and Kahn at the newly
formed Rand corporation in 1951, following graduation from
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. His most recent gov
ernment post was chairman of the National Intelligence Es
timates Board at CIA, 1980 to 1983.
In 1951, Rowen and Wohlstetter succeeded in expanding
their penetration ofU.S. defense circles through a Rand study
on the vulnerability of Strategic Air Command bases to So
viet surprise attack. Rowen and Wohlstetter designed the
insane doctrine of "flexible response" and "controlled esca
lation" at Rand, and later sold it to Defense Secretary Robert
McNamara.
In 1959, Rowen, WohIstetter, and Andy Marshall be
came key figures in the John F. Kennedy campaign. Follow
ing Kennedy's election, Rowen was appointed Deputy As
sistant Defense Secretary under McNamara, where he advo
cated the "Mutually Assured Destruction" deterrence thesis,
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